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Abstract
We present paired learning and inference algorithms for significantly reducing
computation and increasing speed of the vector dot products in the classifiers that
are at the heart of many NLP components. This is accomplished by partitioning the features into a sequence of templates which are ordered such that high
confidence can often be reached using only a small fraction of all features. Parameter estimation is arranged to maximize accuracy and early confidence in this
sequence. We present experiments in left-to-right part-of-speech tagging on WSJ,
demonstrating that we can preserve accuracy above 97% with over a five-fold reduction in run-time.

1 Introduction
The heart of the prediction computation in linear NLP models is a dot-product between a dense
parameter vector and a sparse feature vector. The bottleneck in these models is then often a combination of numerical operations and potentially expensive feature extraction. However, in many cases
not all features are necessary for accurate prediction.
We present a simple yet novel approach to improve processing speed by dynamically determining on
a per-instance basis how many features are necessary for a high-confidence prediction. Our features
are divided into a set of feature templates, such as current-token or previous-tag in the case of POS
tagging. At training time, we determine an ordering on the templates such that we can approximate
model scores at test time by incrementally calculating the dot product in template ordering. We then
use a running confidence estimate for the label prediction to determine how many terms of the sum
to compute for a given instance, and predict once confidence reaches a certain threshold.
We apply our method to left-to-right part-of-speech tagging in which we achieve accuracy above
97% on the Penn Treebank WSJ corpus while running more than 5 times faster than our baseline.
In similar work, cascades of increasingly complex and high-recall models have been used for both
structured and unstructured prediction. Viola and Jones [1] use a cascade of boosted models to perform face detection. Weiss and Taskar [2] add increasingly higher-order dependencies to a graphical
model while filtering the output domain to maintain tractable inference.
While most traditional cascades pass instances down to layers with increasingly higher recall, we use
a single model and accumulate the scores from each additional template until a label is predicted with
sufficient confidence, in a stagewise approximation of the full model score. Our technique applies
to any linear classifier-based model over feature templates without changing the model structure or
significantly decreasing prediction accuracy.
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Our work is also related to the field of learning and inference under test-time budget constraints
[3, 4]. However, common approaches to this problem also employ auxiliary models to rank which
feature to add next, and are generally suited for problems where features are expensive to compute
(e.g vision) and the extra computation of an auxiliary pruning-decision model is offset by substantial
reduction in feature computations [5]. Our method uses confidence scores directly from the model,
and so requires no additional computation, making it suitable for speeding up classifier-based NLP
methods that are already very fast and have relatively cheap features. In fact, the most attractive
aspect of our approach is that it speeds up methods that are already among the fastest in NLP.
He and Eisner [6] have the same goal of speeding test time prediction by dynamically selecting
features, but they also learn an additional model on top of a fixed base model, rather than using
the training objective of the model itself. In the context of NLP, He et al. [7] describe a method
for dynamic feature template selection at test time in graph-based dependency parsing using structured prediction cascades [2]. However, their technique is particular to the parsing task—making a
binary decision about whether to lock in edges in the dependency graph at each stage, and enforcing parsing-specific, hard-coded constraints on valid subsequent edges. Furthermore, as described
above, they employ an auxiliary model to select features.

2 Method
We present paired learning and inference procedures for feature-templated classifiers that optimize
both accuracy and inference speed, using a process of dynamic feature selection. Since many decisions are easy to make in the presence of strongly predictive features, we would like our model to
use fewer templates when it is more confident. For a fixed, learned ordering of feature templates, we
build up a vector of class scores incrementally over each prefix of the sequence of templates, which
we call the prefix scores. Once we reach a stopping criterion based on class confidence (margin),
we discontinue computing prefix scores, and predict the current highest scoring class. Our aim is
to train each prefix to be as good a classifier as possible without the following templates, in order
to minimize the number of templates needed for accurate predictions. Template ordering is learned
with a greedy approach described at the end of this section.
2.1 Definitions
Our base classifier for sequential prediction tasks is a linear model. Given an input x ∈ X , a set
of labels Y, a feature map Φ(x, y), and a weight vector w, a linear model over feature templates
{Φj (x, y)} predicts the highest-scoring label as
X
where
w · Φ(x, y) =
wj · Φj (x, y).
y ∗ = arg max w · Φ(x, y),
y∈Y

j

Our goal is to approximate the overall dot product score sufficiently for purposes of prediction, while
using as few terms of the sum as possible.
Given a model that computes scores additively over template-specific scoring functions, parameters
w, and an observation x ∈ X, we can define the i’th prefix score for label y ∈ Y as:
Pi,y (x, w) =

i
X

wj · Φj (x, y),

j=1

or Pi,y when the choice of observations and weights is clear from context. Abusing notation we will
also refer to the vector containing all i’th prefix scores for observation x associated to each label in
Y as Pi (x, w), or Pi when this is unambiguous.
Given a parameter m > 0, called the margin, we define a function h on prefix scores:
Pi,y′ }
h(Pi , y) = max{0, Pi,y − m − max
′
y 6=y

This is the familiar structured hinge loss function as in structured support vector machines [8], which
has a minimum at 0 if and only if class y is ranked ahead of all other classes by at least m. Using this
notation, the condition that some label y be ranked first by a margin can be written as h(Pi , y) = 0.
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2.2 Inference
At test time we compute prefixes until some label is ranked ahead of all other labels with a margin
m, then predict with that label. At train time, we predict until the correct label is ranked ahead with
margin m, and return the whole set of prefixes for use by the learning algorithm. If no prefix scores
have a margin, then we predict with the final prefix score involving all the feature templates.
2.3 Learning
For a fixed ordering of feature templates, to learn parameters that encourage the use of few feature templates, we look at the model as outputting not a single prediction but a sequence of prefix
predictions {Pi }. Concretely, we optimize the following structured max-margin loss over training
examples (with the dependence of P ’s on w written explicitly where helpful):
i∗

ℓ(x, y, w) =

y
X

h(Pk (x, w), y),

where i∗y = min i

s.t. h(Pi , y) = 0

k=1

The per-example gradient of this objective for weights wj corresponding to feature template Φj then
corresponds to
i∗
y

X
∂ℓ
=
Φj (x, yloss (Pk , y)) − Φj (x, y)
∂wj
k=j

where yloss (Pi , y) = arg max Pi,y′ − m · 1(y ′ = y),
y′

where 1 is an indicator function of the label y, used to define loss-augmented inference.
Since every prefix includes the prefix before it, we can see that for each training example, each
feature template receives a number of hinge-loss gradients equal to its distance from the index where
the margin requirement is finally reached. We add an ℓ2 regularization term to the objective, and
tune the margin m and the regularization strength to tradeoff between speed and accuracy.
We use a greedy stagewise approach to learn template ordering. Given an ordered subset of templates, we add each remaining template to our ordering and estimate parameters, selecting as the
next template the one that gives the highest increase in development set performance.

3 Experimental Results
We conduct our experiments on classifier-based, greedy part-of-speech tagging. Sequential classifiers achieve very strong performance on this task - for example, our classifier baseline achieves an
accuracy of 97.22, while Stanford’s CRF-based tagger scores 97.26. The high efficiency of baseline
greedy POS tagging approaches makes this a particularly challenging domain in which to evaluate
our speed-up algorithm. In contrast, it is easier to find gains in complex tasks with more overhead.
Our baseline greedy tagger uses the same features and factors described described in Choi and
Palmer [9]. We evaluate our models on the Penn Treebank WSJ corpus [10], employing the typical POS train/test split. The parameters of our models are learned using AdaGrad [11] with ℓ2
regularization via regularized dual averaging [12].
This baseline model (baseline) tags at a rate of approximately 23,000 tokens per second on a 2010
2.1GHz AMD Opteron machine with accuracy comparable to similar taggers [13, 9, 14]. On the
same machine the greedy Stanford CoreNLP left3words part-of-speech tagger also tags at approximately 23,000 tokens per second. Significantly higher absolute speeds for all methods can be
attained on more modern machines.
We include additional baselines that divide the features into templates, but train the templates’ parameters more simply than our algorithm. The stagewise baseline learns the model parameters for
each of the templates in order, starting with only one template—once each template has been trained
for a fixed number of iterations, that template’s parameters are fixed and we add the next one. We
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